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Try our free matching software HereBag choking warning texts labels are a must for all Amazon sellers and in some US states. In this article, we explain what you should know about creating warning tags, risks, and non-compliance penalties. Is a bag of choking warning mandatory in the United States? The suffocation
warning label bag is not a CPSC or federal level. However, a bag of choking warning texts is needed when selling products packaged in polybags in California, New York and Virginia. Thus, the texts of the de facto suffocation warnings are necessary for all companies selling products in the United States. It's worth noting
that bag choking warnings are only mandatory under certain conditions: The size of the openingBag volumeBag bag size typeThat said, trying to bypass the warning label requirement is almost certainly longer than making sure it gets printed independently. In addition, additional requirements may also apply in some
states: Warning printing on both sides of bagRepeated warning texts (for large bags)Warning the size of the printIs bag choking warnings mandatory when selling on Amazon? All plastic bags with a minimum flat opening length of 5 inches (12.7 cm) should have a printed label warning of suffocation of the bag. In addition,
Amazons requirements also cover the following: Bag warning labels text print sizeBag thicknessBarcodesAmazon also provides a warning sample text you can use: Warning: To avoid the danger of suffocation, keep this plastic bag away from infants and children. Do not use this bag in cribs, beds, carriages or arenas.
This bag is not a toy. Please note that your bags must be properly labeled before you ship the goods to the Amazon FBA warehouse in the United States.Please visit Amazon Seller Central to receive baggage labeling requirements and other packaging requirements so far. Is there a need for bag suffocation warnings for
all products sold in the United States? The bag of choking warning labels, in most cases, is not dependent on the product inside the polybag. However, poly bags are more commonly used for these products: ClothingHome textilesConsumer electronicsJewelry and accessoriesWatchesToys Can I rely on my manufacturer
to print the right warning label? It is reasonable to expect that the American manufacturer will follow the requirements for labeling the choking bag. However, making such assumptions when importing products from China, Vietnam or other countries can be disastrous. Most manufacturers outside the United States are
unaware of the requirements for the labeling of a choking bag. Factories rely on their customers to provide ready-made printing files as part of the product specification. It is also a big risk for dropshippers selling products in the United States. Traders on Aliexpress.com, and other websites used by drips, rarely (if ever)
have U.S. bag choking warning labels printed on plastic bags. Keep in mind that the US bag is a choking warning warning not required in China.This can cause big problems for U.S. dropshippers who may be responsible for incompatible products that they promote and sell domestically. How do I make sure my supplier
is typing a strangulation warning? You must provide a design to match the printed file for your supplier. Keep in mind that you should also take into account the following when creating a file: Warning label textPrint sizeRepeated warning printsPrint positions (e.g. both sides, repetitive warnings)File format (.ai or .eps) It's
all about being hyper-specific. You only get what you point out and leaving anything for your supplier to decide is a gamble. However, many Amazon importers and sellers believe that the supplier should know and therefore do not provide clear printing instructions. Your plastic bags should also be checked during the
quality check. This is especially important if your products come directly from the factory to the Amazon FBA warehouse. What file format should I use? Most vendors use .ai and .eps files. I also recommend that you ask your supplier to create a printed sample of the bag to verify that they have understood your
instructions. What can happen if a warning about the suffocation of the bag is not printed? In some states, fines are no more than a few hundred dollars. However, these are not fines importers and Amazon sellers should worry about. Also, product liability insurance may not cover your company in case the worst
happens. Remember that the bag of choking warning marking requirement exists for a reason. Disclaimer: Content on this site is provided only for general information. Content includes summaries written by our team members based on publicly available product safety information, labeling, documentation, testing, supply
chain risks, processes, and other product compliance/safety topics. However, we do not guarantee that we cover all relevant rules/standard/requirement, or that the information is error-free, or covering every scenario and release. From time to time we make mistakes. We never provide legal advice of any kind.
Changes/updates: Product standards and substance restrictions can often be updated and changed. In addition, new rules, standards and/or requirements may be in effect at any time. We do not update our articles whenever new standards/rules/rules are added or changed. We encourage you to consult with a
laboratory testing company or other specialist to get up-to-date information on mandatory standards/rules on market, country or state. Companies tested in the lab are generally not aware of new and updated standards and regulations. National/state standards/rules: Many articles do not cover European national and
American state standards, rules and requirements, or cover only these Partially. We recommend that you consult with a test company or other specialist to confirm all relevant (and current) national/state standards and regulations. Co-founder of the company and Chinaimportal.com in Greater China since 2011. He has
contributed to Bloomberg, Alibaba Insights, Globalsources, China Chief Executive Officer, quartz magazine and more. Looking for clear bags pre-printed with choking warning? Click here to find out and buy our 100% recycled flap and seals with Choking Warning! According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission, they receive an average of 25 reports a year describing the deaths of children who are suffocated by plastic bags. Almost 90 per cent of these cases are related to children under one year of age. These trends have prompted some states, cities and companies to mandate choking warnings about the type of
plastic bags that can lead to suffocation. Some studies have shown that these choking warnings are effective, leading to a statistically significant reduction in infant mortality in California. So what does all this mean for a growing e-commerce brand like you that tries to protect your customers, stick to corporate and
state/local legislation, and protect yourself from obligations? Will the requirement for a poly bag suffocation warning affect your business? Here we break down what you need to know, what elements of your packaging strategy it can apply to, and what it means for those out there using EcoEnclose's 100% recycled flap
and print bags and/or each state/city has its own unique law on how big a bag should be before choking warning is required and scope bags of use. The following table details the size, scope and exclusion for the state and major cities that have this regulation in place. States and cities have differences in specific
languages, which they propose to use as a warning of suffocation, but the following warning is accepted by all. Warning: To avoid the danger of suffocation, keep this plastic bag away from infants and children. Do not use this bag in cribs, beds, carriages or arenas. This bag is not a toy. States and local laws also differ in
the size of the font needed to prevent suffocation, but the following guidelines should satisfy all major cities and states. In general, Massachusetts law is the most comprehensive and restrictive, and requires that any language other than the warnings specifically provided by the statute have the approval of the
government. In addition, Massachusetts requires that a warning appear on either side of the bag and be repeated at intervals of 20 inches for bags, the length and width of which is more than 40 inches. Amazon FBA Amazon's execution is becoming popular for many e-commerce companies. With Amazon FBA, your
orders are executed by Amazon for a fee that covers the storage and processing of orders. Amazon has many packaging requirements companies should keep in mind when using the FBA service. These requirements are a requirement how e-commerce companies must pack their goods in bulk when delivering them to
an Amazon warehouse. Because Amazon packs and sends these items on its own (with their own sources and branded boxes and mailboxes), these packaging requirements do not apply to external containers or cargo packages. Many companies ship goods to Amazon's warehouse in a large delivery box, individually
packaged and separated into crisp plastic bags. These plastic bags protect items when they are stored in an Amazon warehouse, and make it easier to collect (compared to if the goods were not individually packaged in those bags). Products stay in these plastic bags when they come from end customers. So, for
example, if you sell T-shirts and fulfill orders through Amazon FBA, you would send cases of T-shirts to Amazon in wholesale shipping boxes, with each T-shirt individually packaged in a poly bag. When Amazon completes an order that contains one of your products, their pickers will choose and pack the t-shirt into a poly
bag, adding that bag to an outbox or mailbox. Amazon has strict requirements for these plastic bags to facilitate the smooth operation of their warehouse and protect itself from any responsibility. Poly bags used to protect units must meet the following requirements: the thickness of the bag must be at least 1.5 million
(thousands of inches). The poly bag should be transparent. Poly bags with a 5-inch hole or more (measured when flat) should have a choking warning, either printed on the bag itself or attached as a label. Failure to comply with the suffocation warning may result in the re-packaging of items. For example: Warning: To
avoid the danger of suffocation, keep this plastic bag away from infants and children. Do not use this bag in cribs, beds, carriages or arenas. This bag is not a toy. The warning must be printed or placed in a prominent place and in a legible font size for the size of the bag The size of the print of this warning should
correspond to the following table: Poly bag must have a barcode (UPC, EAN, etc.) or X00-mark that is scanned through a bag or X00- or ASIN-mark on the outside of the bag. Poly bags should be completely sealed. A poly bag or compression wrap should not be more than 3 for the size of the product. Other Trading or
Marketplace Requirements Currently, neither Ebay nor Etsy have their own in-place requirements related to choking warnings because it is the markets through which traders sell and fulfill their own orders (and therefore own any obligations related to their packaging). Other online retailers, such as Target and Walmart,
which store and execute goods in their own warehouse, have requirements. Target's packaging standards for solid goods require all plastic bags at least 20 points of suffocation warning. Walmart requires plastic bags with a thickness of 1 mil or less and the size of opening five inches or or have a warning. What does this
mean for EcoEnclose customers? EcoEnclose currently offers four poly packaging options: - 100% Recycled Poly Mailers (Ivory) - 100% Recycled Poly Mailers (Grey) - 32.6% Recycled Bubble Mailers - 100 % recycled flap and seals Because our 100% recycled Poly Mailers and 32.6% recycled Bubble Mailers are (1)
2.5 million and (2) are designed to be used as external delivery packages, not protective packaging for warehousing and running They are not subject to any state, city or Amazon FBA (or target and Walmart) strangulation warning requirement. On the other hand, our 100% recycled patchwork seals are designed to be
used as internal protective packaging for storage and execution. If you use these flap and seals as part of your Amazon FBA strategy, they need a suffocation warning. The suffocation warning can be printed directly on the bag or written on a label that sticks to the bag. EcoEnclose Flap and print poly choking warning
bags are now available, and stickers are pre-printed with universal choking warnings. Amazon FBA-approved labels can also be used. Thus, they are technically not subject to state and city suffocation warning requirements. However, while acknowledging that these laws exist to protect your customers and their children,
we know that you may decide to actively include these warnings on these bags anyway. If you have questions about these requirements, or are looking for custom poly bags with choking warnings, contact us for more guidance. Guide. plastic bag warning label requirements. plastic bag warning label requirements usa.
plastic bag warning label requirements canada. plastic bag warning label requirements us. plastic bag warning label requirements europe. amazon plastic bag warning label. plastic bags suffocation warning label uk
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